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INTRODUCTION

k

In his address to the Eighth Waigani' Seminar, Paolo Freire outlined

two broad educational approaches' ahich might be used. The first.of these

was termed the "empty vessel" approach - the second was called the.,

"involvement" method. During theexecaion of th irst approach,

learners are treated as if they are, liter empty capabakle

of being filled up, not with water- b with knowledge, facts. No

acknowledgement is made of\the le ners' previous or ongoing experiential

fraMework, and the assumption resumably) is that there exists a coding ,

scheme which renders a bodY,ofinformation intelligible for and

appropriate to a uhiversaladdience. The second 4.proach,' that.of ,

o'involvement",does not make "thisassumption and proceeds along entirely,,r.

-different lilies with expeience forming an integral part of the structure

Of the educational situation.

In Western'societ4s, Westerners have a rough, idea of the kind- of

experiences which learnirs'have been through - and on the basis,6fthis eY/4

knowledge they can be treated'in two different ways.
o

(i) We can adopt the empty pitcher approach, assuming implicttly

that\the:loutlof school" experiences which learners have bepn

through and are going through have no useff.41 role to play fin

educational programme. Most thinking practitlIoners (and

indeed anyone who thinks) would now reject As a totally,-

false framework within which to work. ''To-neglect the

V

"beginning state" of a learner is to court educational

disaster,within the system in Any.cases.

(ii) We can treat the,4arners as "partly filled" pitch$rs, accepl'

ttng t e-65iftience of something within them, and tpneng the

anned educational process to proceed with this something

taken into account and being compleMentary to it.

5
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All education systems should take into account the experiences which

have already been imprinted upon the learner's. mind., It is good'
,

educational practice to test before a programme is adMiniStered to ,/

learners, in order to check whether implicit assumptions concerning what

the, learner already knows and can do are valid. tIf the assumptiOns are

not correct, then -tether and learner never.ftart off at the same point; :

and the whole programme isluite likely doomed t9 failure). It is good /}

Practice too to be aware of and.take into account the whole range of a 1

learner's experiences which he can bring to bear upon the learning

situation. For example, when we begin to teach children map- reaping'

it Mal* mfr more sense to give them lmaps containing geogtaPhical

features with which they are familiarrather than subjectingihem to

representations 4f.completely unknown landforms and featur es. In any

centrally-produced educational* ramme, one is assumingan existent\

eXPeriential framework for the le rners 7 and this is the same thing:

as attributing to them a cultural background.

When Mestern curriculum de igners and teachers set up programmes
,

for,Westedchildren, then'these assumptions ich are made concerning

cultural baCkground are Usually reasonably (tho by no means perfectly)

accurate.' it is fairly certain that the vast majority of Australian,

children willirVthe age of ten,-have experienced a very wide range of

modern technology and be aware of m. any.aspects.of this technological

society. All will have spent many hours listening to radio and almost
,

all will have spent even more hours watching7J.V. The kind of social

structure in which they will have-been brought up - the way people

interact, carry out business; etc. - will be ,very similar for,most

children, and well known to the educational programme designer. So,

assuming that the, curriculum designer or teacher is a person of" .

moderate vision and imagination, there is a fair chance that the

.
0
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'contents" whin get tipped into the learner will not be tail, inapprop-

riate. But.what.af a country suchas.Papua New Guinea, where nothing,

like the same set of conditions holds?

In Papua New Guinea educational programmes are, by and.large,

centrally produced in an expatriate- dominated context, and admini-

stered country-wide. This is an "efficient" procedure, in that it

6 ensures that materials usually arrive in schools, and,that an

educational programme is Carried through by a certified teacher.,

Whether ornot the procedure is effective from the point of view of,

the learners getting anything out-of much more doubtful. Tos-

doubt arises out of a number ofproblems\end questions which become "'

immediately evident when the appropriateness of the whole modus .-

operandi of the engineered learning situation is seriously examined.

There are three basic questions within the framework cif the present`
discussioh:,

(1)- Are the correct assumptions (gbotit learners.' cultural ,'

backgrounds - and hence their experiences and perceptions.

of these)/being made about learners?

(ii )a Is it possible to make a single set of assumption which

.t is anywhere near correct in a context as culturally-

dive*,rse as that of PNGI\

Assuming thit the answers to both (i) and (ii) are not

. "yes" (which is almost certainly the tase).wwhat can be

done'aboutit anyway? .

If we are to adopt a'seniible "partly-Midi pitcher" approach,

then it is essential-that we take into account what a learner already'

knows and can do, building uponhis conceptual strengthi, framing

4
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the programme in a..coKtext whichls intelligible and familiar. This ,

N would probably not be too dirticut for sompone'who was well-trained .

In teaching techniques and educational programme design and-who'was

also a member of the cultural group Lor at least very well.aeqUainteC

.with it). But in reality, these' conditions are seldom satisfied. .

The point is that it Is not too difficult :for an ne'from inside a

,particular cultural group.o teach culturally propriate material'

within that same group. Problems arise when we want to introduce "'

/

cultw ally "foreign" material into a particular society. It is very

easy - for a Papua New GUinean to teach traditional fishing technology to .

A -
other's within his Culture - the crunch comes when we have to teach

Western science and mathematics -lb PkG schools,

A
/. .0ne of themain problems which exists for teachingbprogramme

Idesigners i'n PNG (and, to be fair; most of them aremell aware of it),-i '''

basically that of determining the cultural thilieu'of the communi s

at whom their programmes are aimed. And, tlth Ooblem iscop tided by

the fact.that there is no culture which is common to the whole of PNG

there are many similarities amongifferent.groups it is, true, but-

there are also a .lot of differences. For the moment, we will shelve the
4

-problem of the diversity of cultures, and congentrate-instead upon how

one might determine those aspecti of the society which might profitably

be borne in indwhen edUcatidnal programmes are being designed. (We

should r ember4ica that there are strigent practical limitations which

exist, Most teachers andcurriculum desfghers- in. common With the vast

majority of the\popJlace - are not trained'in field work, anthropology,

linguistics; 'etc.;,so "common-sense!approaches are necessary).
_

It is pr6bably the language spoken by a community which is mdre

-'than anything else, a determinant of the culture - the-language has

evolved to fit the .culture in which it exists. Language.is a process

of- symbolisation, and the way in whichlk symbols represent reality
AkI '.

O
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must to some extent reflect its native speakers' perceptions of heir
.

.environmenf and the way in which.they cope with it .Tf-w-e continue
.---

1\0(to argue a ng these broadly Whorfian lines, then-it is conceivable

that.alangu e should giv'e 'same clues as-to -how highly developed

certain concepts are within.a given cultural group. For example, I

600 terms relating to camel -9specific words exist for a camel about

to giv.e birth, a camel which has just drunk water, a camel which is

about to'rest, etc. Thii is understandable in view of the central

place which. camels hold in people's lives,..and it would be very

foolish to neglect this richfiets of `'camel "tabUfiG\in any educa2

tional programille. ("caitie4 foi. Masai, aria. "snow" for Eskimos have

similarly extensive vocabularies) AOarffrOill using camels' (rather than

other animals) as' garting points for certain programmes-, the whole

of the biological classificatio t,§yStemiWould be iiitialTy unintel-
,

ligible,io a person from the 6Ulture. The camel would occupy the

same undistinguished position =as many other quadrupeds, and this

would-almost certainly 'be totally unacceptable and:nonsensical to the

people unless the" programme were carefully designed -with the

ihiporiance of thecamel borne.in Certainly, the, standard

biological classification scheme cou142never be tosteeinto the pot

in a lump.

__-remember reading that a certain 'desert dwelling group has up to about

PROCEDURES

L Accepting the importance of: rtgua0 as an indicator of concep-

tual
-

development andarid environmentel Oerciption, haw` can educational

programme designers° Util ise this fact?:: The reMainder of this

article describes, an attempt Which 4made utilising. the. expertise

of Summer Institute of Linguisticscfield staff, -It was not intended

that an educational programme aUld Peconstructed as a result of

1
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this enquiry; the aim was4siMPly to see whether it was possible to

collect information, simply and quidkly, which avid be utilised in

curriculum design. One of the mafncproblems which occurs all the way

through the formal educational system is the difficulty which students

.have in' coping with quantitative concepts; and since this was also my

own chief interest; information relating to the development of mats/

science programmes was aimed for.

WOrking with the headquarters staff of S.I.L. a questionnaire form

(which is, described later on) was constructed and sent on to all S.I.L.

field workers in PNG. The questionnaire approach has obvious and we'll-

.known limitations; howeverk, all of the questions could be answered in

an open-ended way if the respondent so desired, so responses were not

necessarily invalidated by constraining them within a narrow range.

Also, ,given the limitatiOns within which most curritulum personnel

operate, it is an approach which is feasible,.while a moredireCt
. approach (individual interview for example) is'not.

In all,ithirtyquestionnairie forms Were returned; of these, twenty
*

six had been filled In at great length and 'obviously a 16todf care had

been-takeh in completing them. These twenty six (each'representing a'

different language group) were the ones which were utilIsed.in the

analysis, someeof which is described below. The forms were lengthy

and asked for a lot of information - accordingly, a lot:of information

was received. Although the questions were mainly lingiistic in -*

. nature, the main emphasis of the questionnaire was toward eduCational

problemt,5 deScribed above; accordingly, most pf the analysis was

carried out in this spirit. o

'"

Macrae (1974) in i discui hsion-of quant4tative feature§ whic are
,%

common to all cultures puts forward the following suggestions:

Measuring, set theory (or classifying), Ordering, Counting systems.

. 10

C
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These are topics which are contained'in practically every mathematics

syllabus,tforming the whole basis of many. So there seem to be

'grounds for suspecting that a "culture-based" approach to mathematics

(particularly in the'early stages) might, be feasible. This *fist was

subdivided and extended somewhat to give the following specific areas

which the questionnaire was aimed at. .

1. Measurtng
,oe

Length; Weight; Time; Speed; Height; Distance; Area; Volume.

All of the concepts listed above are quantitative, and have.

specific units which enable them to be measured precisely'in

Western situations: Much of basic maths and science'is concerned

with the description and manipulation'of these concepts."

2. Classifications .

Modirn approaches to mathematici rely very heavily upon .Set

theory, which isbasically a means of classifying objects and ,

concepts according to various attributes whiCh hey polsess., The

basic structure of' formal l'og'ic' can alsO foliow,-bn from such a

scheme. So, it is not difficult torsee'why the ways in which

people commonly classifycan bee central importance in determing

approaches to mathematical and.Scientific studies: The

vocabulary of classifications ("Not All", "Only", "Some" etc) is

important too.

3. Ordering,_, _ 4*

The ability toorder objects in.terms of a given quantitative,

attripte (weight, length, volume, is easily/seen to be

important, both for the real understanding of the attributes and.\'.

11
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for the logic underlyihg the ordering scheme. Contexts in'(which

initial ordering exercises' are framed are'going to be important,

The vocabulary of ordering - "bigger than", "shorter than", "the

heaviest", etc is4also of importance.

(. 4. Countin9-systems

The "base-ten" system of counting used in Western culture is

arbitrary, having evolved on the basts.of man's physical

"Alternative systems are equally WO, and where

these exist.they are of obvlous importance for-beginning'number

work.
..

- 4
Causality/Conditionalitp,

In scientific explanation the notion'6f 'a regular cause and effect

'mechanism` is crucial. Even iri Western societies, where the idea is

well-developed, the,perceved nature and "strengtri_of cause-effect

relationships tendi-to.depend,upqpitbecontext. Choosing the right

.- ,contexts for. work could be important in early teaching programmes.

The questionnaire was organised.into fourteen Olort sections, with

all sections hiving a similar format. In the main, respondents were

'asked to assess hoW difficult on easy it wasjo exprest the sense Pna

particul ntence (in english) in the vernacular With which they were

workin . They were asked to rate the easepf'translation.on a seven pint

scale from easy: short utterances which clearly-caiTY the same

meani g as 'the english expression) to.7(= very difficult: practically

impossible to,express in vernacular)., Inaddition, thre was room for , .

-comment after each -item. On occasions, respon4ents were asked to

describlocal systems of numerating, measuring length, deterAintng time '

,)

12
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etc. Some, examples of the items re given below, under the

headings described above.'

1. Measuring

/

.% ,

"The two pieces of wood arethe same length"

Easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -Hazd

1 4 0

"It takes' the same time to build a house
as.,

it

does to plant garden"

Easy

- .

Are there any commonly used units of-lenith? If

so, please li-st those whi6h you know of.

"The area of A plus the area of B is equal to the.

area' of

Easy. 1 2 3 4 5' 6. 7 Hard

."The distance ,between A and B is the same-as'the

distinsce between C and D"

EasY,

etc. 13

,.,

fard

r

k



Classifications

Are the following distinguishing classifications ammonly made

in your local context?

1 Living/Dead Yes/No.

2. Natural/Man-made Yes/No.

'19

ten are living things', but all living things arejlot men':

4Sy . *Hard'

. ,

this"Some guks are.nifs; h' s 4 guk, suit might bir a-nif or.it

might not e", /--

Easy 1 3 § 7

1

etc.

Ordering

These items pccuhdthroug'hout the'other sections: e.51-.

"' CI'

4
.

s-longer-than-1r.

"It ,took a longer time to walk-from,A to B today. then;_it

"aid yesterday". "4"

"He is the biggest man here".

LJ

Ha' rd

14

J
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J

T'

.

In addition, a few specific terms were aimed at through

sentences such as'the fdllowing.,

I

4

Can you describe the,counting system which is:used local y,?

0

"Two stones plus three stones equals five stones"

Four groups, of three Ioys each equals twelvi boys".

o

"Half as much"-

etc. k

Causalfty/Cond4iianality

"Event A happened because event B happened";

or

"Whenever, event A.happehs,b,event B follows it".
.

"If and only if event A happens, then event B follows it".

a:

"The population of the village is-'in!

"Not all of the,people can go"
#

. "At least three people were killed"

2 etc.

The largest amount of information collected from the-question-,

'naires related to the way is which various quantities were measured,

and how easy.it was to describe and operate upon these - concepts,

Description, understanding and measurement of these concepts' occupies

a central position in much of, the primary and secondary maths and
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/
science. which is currently taught in PNG. 'It follows.that the

.

extent

to which thete concepts are developed and the ways in which Westerin

and local parallels might exist is of importande for teachers an

curriculum designers. The re*ainder'of this report is concerned with

an analysis.of'the information relating to quantitative concepts and

their measurement, 'and a discussion of how. this information might be

utilised in the implementation of a more 'culturally- based" educational

programme. (A later report will deal with other aspects of the

information collected).

c

7

3
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When we'talk about measuring, what we are-doing is to

describe how many times bigger a given attribute of'an object is

than the same 'attribute of some "standard". .Some common attributes'

used in measurement Are those which have been described earlier: d'

viz: Length, Weight, Height, Distance, Speed, Area'and Volume. The

results from the questionnairei indicate that not all ,of these

contexts are equally suitable'for the teaching of the basic

activity-of, measurement (which 4s not at all surprising). This

becomes very obvious from a consideration of several aspects of the

- *

1 To start, with, we. may look at the, difficulty rating for the

sntences associated with.tbe.variou's concepts, and we find that in

general the following broad statements can be made.

. . 1 .

( ) Statements relating to the carcept of length and weigh, are

maderelatively.readily.in Most'velpt6ulars, and this is

particularly the casefor length.

(ii) Statedents relating to the concepts of Area and Volume

are made only with considerable difficulty in the

f. .vernaculars.

(iii) . Statements relatfng to Height, Distance and Speed are made

. with middling difficulty.

As an example Of this, consider the statement:

"The length of CHI plui the length of (B) is equal to the

lehgthpt (C)".
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1

. Nineteen out of the twenty six respondents rated this'on the

"easy" end of the scale.

. 14.

By contrast, the statement:
N .,1

''The' area of (A) plus the area of (B) is equal to theiarea,
of '(C)".

was rated on the "Difficult" end of the scale by seventeen out

of'the twenty six respondents.
. ...

It also appeared from the open-ended comments which were Made

that the use of length and weight measurements' (again, length in

particular) ire far more common than for speed or volume say. Some

interesting' comments were made with respect.to the.various techniques

of measurement which are employed. A selection of these is given

below.

1. Lengths of cane are'used las measuring rods when constructing

new haOses. The canes are,used to the intervals between '

the poles -of an existent hbuse, then theie.measurements are
, 4

transferred direct to,the new house.

[.7Prlib1/1)2.karu; S. Chimbu]

2. 'IN describing a length measurement) ,"Put your arm three times

and, get me length of wood as long as that" or "double-span"

(fingertip to fingertip) three times" etc.

fRossell

3. Only relative weight's exist - heavy, very heavy, heavy little

bit, not heaVy, etc.

Patep. Mumeng, Mbrobe]
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4. Weights of various woods are compared with each' other, s are

bags of fish and coffee and cases of fish.. But,itiS each man's

impression: usually "referred to as "heavy" or "light".
: .

[Daga; M.B.D.]

5. [With reference to "Distance"] The local unit°is "a day's

travel" or "a Stage", which is not very,,,Pr O,Se.

tdlarkIs.i

6.. There are toms- for: truly fast, fast, not sei'fa# not so

stow, sloW, truly slow, stopped:- --Thee are n6",1*

measurable units of speed.

[Rotobas, B il,1

7. One can only say linrelation to area] "my gafdenis bigger

than yours" - ust by lookihg at. it - but not using units pP

area.

ILangiimar, Mortbef

2

, '8. "Size" would be Used for area. A statement the above

rThe area of my garden is bigger than yours "] would be made.

after visual observation only. There is no.method of

measuring' the garden area. i

[Binumarien, Kainantu]
V

19
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g

9. Not possii?le (to say that "Thy Volume of water is equal to (local
units)"]. Unless you said it was the same as the water of N
coconut's or N joints of bamboo..

[Nasi ot, Bougainvillea] Qt.

10. The people would not think of Fthe volume off a solid nick end
liquid'wetter using the same words. A rock's volume is in a
different class frm the water's volume..' f

[Korafe, Tuft : N.D.]

Takirigthese statements as being representative. of many others
which were made in, a similar vein,`it is possible to disduss some
walSin,which the teaching of measurement might arise most naturally.
out of the cultural bat)(ground.1 To' begin with, it might be necessary
to defend the point of view that teaching programmes 'should arise out
of the cultural frame-work. *Knowledge, concepts, learning of any

real forma can only arise out ,Of a framework of experience. It is
,pointless trying to-explain, themeanitig of "red" to a man who was.
'previously blind and has just regained his sight, pne has 'to
present hill' withte Series ofredobjetts so that h Onrs to gain the

_concept Of reifiless: , A simil approach can be used to teach the
colours, blue yellow, green, etc. Afterwards,cne can explain that
"colour" is a generic term embracing all of these. primary concepts
but to attempl,tO define colour before he has experienced the range
Of sensations would be ludicrous. True,-a blind man could be taught
that "red" is the ."sensory impression Which results from .light of
wavelength about 7,000 A° falling upon the retina" - but such a
learned definition is completely meaningleSs to.him since it has no
experiential. context. This is an extreme .example, but it has its
potentiaF' counterparts in many parts of 'educational programmes.

V
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If we assume then that a background of experience is

necessary to enable anyLmeariingful learning to take.place, then,

two basic apprOaches.are possible within a teaching programme.' .

tOne can teach so that learning anises out of experiences commonly

encountered in the culture or one °can neglect the cultural'Context

and provide (or at, least make the attempt) the necessary range of

experiences as an integraf.part of the programme. There are

problems associated with this latter approach. Probably the,most

serious ofthese is that the educat4onal programme is perceived

as being totally distinct from "real life" - samting bilong skul

whereas most program4sin PNG (indlother parts of the world) are-

now aiming in the.direction_ of a closer affinity between gchool.

and, community. A second problem is that in may cases it is

pos'sible 'for' dysfunctions to occur between school and community

earning; totally different approaches mayt"rought'to.bear

upon. the same problem in the two contexts, without school or

community acknowledging the existence of, the alternative approach..

This must Surely lead to confusion and m4sunderstanding: The (

arguments..for building-upon the existent cultural experiential

-framework are persuasive.

,We now proceed with the discussion by noting first that

measurement waeddscribed, basically, as, the number of-times
. .

bigger a certain something is in comparison th a standard

something.. (For example, we measure length ri term; of a standard

metre). Comment 1,; above, is interesting in that it, indicates

that there is no need for a standard unit when measurements of

'house dimensions are made clueing this_ particular bUilding process.

The house itself is taken as the standard, and a replica

""constructed .simply by transferring a dimension', marked on a

rI .1N.
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0

piece of bamboo; from the old-to'thenew. This is a perfectly, sensible

procedure, so long as, one is concerned only with replicating Vngths.

One would need to-be careful inA .bringing up the'concept Of a standard
unit of length, and its Ultefulness, in such a context where procedUres

can function perfectly well without, it. Comment 2,, on the.cr her hand
. 6 t

indirate$ a context in. which the concept,of'a unit measure of length
1

could very easily be introduced. If the name "metre were tagged onto

the arm length' measurement,bthen one would iMmediatelplie into an

introduction:to the Western tysteM of measurement.' There are

appropriate and inappropriate contexts where the concept.of a unit

measttrement can be introduced.

amments 3 ad 4 are interesting (and'representatfve of a large°

number of others) in that they- demonstrate the way'inwhioh descriptive .

term:, in a specific situation, can take on the meaning of"absolutes",

and in effect.become..tefts of measurement.. -116.6.it,i-s true that we do =

this in a Western, context also and indeed primary maths procedures

currently in ute.in PNG (Mathematics Primary,Syllabus Department

Of Education, Konedobu)* are aimed at teaching, the'meanfh4 of:nong"

and "short" and "heavy" and "light" through very concrete procedures.

There could be something to be said though fOr using theme situation ins- -

which such comparisons are commonly made, before moyineCinto less
,

familiar arid- obviously engineered situations. In this Way, a link

between school and the outside world might become iaorg,apparent. Also,

one should be at pains to being out the fact that the terms. he-a vy,

long, distant, etc. are comparative to-some situations- normc hich

always exists; that is, they are made with reference ,to some kind of'

vague, standard. This co, d easily lead into a programme of ,Ii4

measurement in terms of tandard units.

A

OD'
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Comments 5 and 6 also feed into the kind of discussion of the last

paragraph. They indicate the sort Of trouble which is likely to occe%

gptting* across the idea of flied and'constant units. "A day's

travel", referred to in comment 5:is probably the most appropriate

distance unit in the cultural context. But, it is going to vary

according:to the specific journey which one is talking about,- and it

is very important tabearthis in mind If one attempts to introduce

the Western concept ,of diStandec particularly .in relation to lehgth

of journey.

The next two, comment, 7 and 8, which relateito Area indicate

qufte clearly the kind of4oroblem which-one would be likely ict

encounter in getting AcrOss the concept. The concept of area, and

its measurement, has siM139,-not developed in almost all of the groups

covered by the survey - presuinably beCause it has never been

needed. True, the possession'Of,lanefs of central importance: but

size alone is not tile only criterion which has to be borne in mind. .

Fertility, terrain; AetC".'all contribUte toward the

deiirability of a piece of land, in addition to its size. (A study

of the Australian realestate. market will illustrate a similar

Phenomenon Western society). If, then, one is to introduce the

concept of area, it:woUidhave:to be. done wittithese constraints borne

in mind; a text where area was the prime factor would have to be

chosen. ple of:interesting teaching suggestions were made.

C.'

0,

"Perhaps. it could,,bvtaught in terms oflow many Coconuts could

be planted., since these are almost always plited at, reOular intervals"

[Nasioi; Bougainville] - .

1?
0 .[Area could be taught in the conteXt.6fA Number of potato rows,

.

and/number of vines planted in each" [Kewa; S:H.D.)
.

"V
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Both of these suggestions are interesting'in that they indicate

that direct analogies between local and Western schemeido in fact

exist. In the first suggestion a "coconut space" is a standard (and

fairly fixed) unit of area, while in the second therels,a direct

relationship with the measurement of area by "length times breadth".

These relationships might well be used.tb teaching strategies.

The lasitwo comments point out the similar difficulty which'

,exists with tae volume concept. In general, the concept of volume

As "space occupied ", regardless of what occupies it', is not

needed in village society,'and4pis is clearly indicated by comment

4. So, one would need to.be carefUl in.the introduction of the

Oneralised.concept, and a more gradual' approach, using liquids in

the manner indicated by,commeq 9 might be more valid. Another

similar teaching suggestion was received:

"(Volume could be taught] in terms of metal dookng pots of

water or in terms of varying length of bamboo tubes, with bamboo

tubes, both length and diametr could be variables easily

maintained and measured"

Motobas: Bougainvilldl

"A cookingopt :full" is a perfectly respec,3ble unit of .

,olume, and the bamboo tube is as close as one.is likely to get

t'o a graduated measure found in laboratories'4,, In general, wilat

is being suggested is that there are a great variety of possible

?'farting points from which one can take off, in any teaching

programmer and it semis to make sense that the starting-point

should be one which is already familiar and comprehensibleto

learners. Eventually, of'course, one has- to leave .familiar
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sittp+iors- with which learners are acquainted; but the transition is

eased by at least starting off oh common ground. This principle of

moving-from the known to the Unkhownvor from the relevant to theiess

relevant is well illustrated by the following comment which was

received.

"Coffee growing bas made a start as a cash crOp,. The people are

being paid according tothetVght?of their coffee, and this is'for

most the.only encounter with the Wes'tern "weight" concept. It s a

meaningful context, as they are-being pafd for labour And,the labour

is concretely expressed in the weight of the bag of coffee beans.

They are intimately acquainted witPkhe fact of the big's weight,

having carried it for miles! Some have the feeling that 'they may bye

getting cheated by those whd do the coffee buying, since the sellers

do not understand th4;.system'of weight" -;

Nadibi/Mikaru; Kainantu,I.H.D.3/

Having set up the principle that teaching programMes/(particularlY

in adult education and early primary) should start off from the

culturilly kn9Wn, the next sections indicate which'situations are likely

to be easy and which difficult, through an analysis of !Aespondents'

ratings. of the ease of utterance of various sentences:, The figure in

brickets following each sentenpe is the weighted mean "difficulty"

score which was attatched to each. A score of 1,0 indicates extreme

ease, while'7:0 indicates very great difficulty. 4For example;

below scores 6.05 and is thus rated as being difficult, while (iii) .rates

a score of 1.2,'and is thus considered to:be quite easy].
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(i) The length of ,the piece of ground is (local units) :

(ii)) The length of the pOle is Alne feet (actepting,that people
..-

will not understand,unine feit"), (3.7)

(iii) The two pieces of wood_ are:the same length. (1:2)

(iv) '' The length of (A+ iiius the length of .(B) is;equalto t
' Of (C): (3.1)

qv) A is lOnger/shorter than B.. (1.5)

The sentence which is rated as being most difficult:1s theifirst, and

this is entirely 'due to the fact that very few generalised length units '

exist in'PNG societies (although a few rough medtures do exist withi

specific contexts). Among thefew general length units reported-wer the
. ,following:

Wagu: , 40' - 50'

Sewa: , 4' ....

Daga, .B;D.
6'

.

.

KiksiF: 5' - Faiwol, Kiunga. W.D

In addition, a numbers,of respondents iepor e measurements based upot

body dimensjons; e.g.'-

long as yoUr arm (

long as your le

.long as your fi

8")

A)

r,

.4.1g,

Rossell Is; M.B.D.
fat .

I
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ggeneral the rest.of the sentences were not rated as being ttoo,

difficult, and the main conceptual difference as compared with the
,

Western, seems to. be in ettherthe absence ofunits, or of their being

vague and non-unique, where they do, exist. FOr,example,,for, Kamano:',,

Kafe in the Eastern Highlands, the four :uniii",Of length-are'"short"

"like-short ". "like-lohr andciong",'and similar adjectival.units

were reported from other areas. The difficulty which is likely to be

encountered in introducing the invariant'natUre\of units As well

illustrated= by the following comment.
.

"In teaciliing [length' the teacher shouldbe:aware Of the local

concepts. It'd fact should be stressed that,the 'units of length, area,'

etc are constant and not just relative;-i.e. a foot is an exact.
"

1

and is always the same length" IMumeng, Morobe District'.

These remarks concerning the unique nature of length units, are also,

applicable to measurements of other attriblites of-6bjects, such as
A

weight, volume, etc.

Weight,

4L 0

(i) 'Theweight of the'objept is (local units) (6.9)'.

(ii) The weight Otthe objectit 5lbs (accepting'that people will not

understand 5lbs) (4.3)

e

(iii) The two stones are the same weight. (1.2)

(iv) The weight of the man is equal to the weight of the rock. (2.6)

(v The weight of (A),plus the weight of (B) is equal to the'weight

of (C) (2.9)

(vi) Ads heavier/lighter than B. -(1.7)

111.
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: 'Ai with-the concept of length,'it is the idea of a generalised unit'which

gives the most trOuble,,ald,ho weight units per se were reported. A, few measures

such as 'Its much as. a man can carry" Or "Ai !Pilch as a- bag of swept potatos.were
. 1

,commented-upon, but these are even more vague than the lengtirmeasures which exist.

For .example a .list of weight, t'er'ms .confined to "heavy; a little heavy; ;light"

as reported from Kiunga in' the Western bistrict is typical.

-In addition; these' adjectival terms can only apply, to a specific context,
,

d-rid as such are peing 'made implicitly in terms of a situational norm. 1For. example,

(If we, say that the bag 3s. heavy, then we must have some kind of typical bag in

mend to cOmparetit,with. This works perfectly, well within familiar situations,

but one- is lost when f t comes todescribing weights.in an unfamiliar context. In

this case a generalise* standard is (heeded. PNG culture in general lacks such,

Cstandard (because it has never been needed), and the-introduction of such a

concept would best be framed in a situation where it vas seen to be useful.

Speed
(

(i) , A runs faster /slower than B. (2.1)

A runs at the'.same speed as B; (2.6)

(144a The. pig can run tw.ice as fast as the boy (6.7)

The third sentence is rated. as being extreoily difficult to translate

accurately into vernacular; the main point which is made is that the exact

quantitative relationship is just about impossible (and this tic:Ids for

measurement of the other 'attributes too).- To say that someone is running faster

than someone els*Js relaii'velybasy, as the difficu'ty rating for (i) indicates,

,but 'to quantify this further is very difficult. Some respondents showed

considerable inventiveness in framing the translation in a way which would be

v
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"If you ran from here to. the house, the pig could run from here to the house

- and back here in the same time".

[ewa, S.H.D.]

"The pig running and reaching the water could return. And theboy could (just)

reach the water.
1

[Nasioi, Bougainville]

This kind of discussion involving different distances travelled in a fixed

time could be used as the basis for getting over the idea of comparative speeds.'

Certainly, there are considerable difficulties associated with this concept (in

its Western sense) and this is well iflustraftd by the respondent who writes:

. "Speed can only be expressed in. general terms:. ie, fast, very fast, slow,

very slow., Lacking Unit of time and a unit of distance, there is no real way

to express speed; hence no local unit of speed".

[Dadibl/Midarul S.) himbu]

If is interesting to roAthat in a large percentage of-the vernacular

sampled, there was no comparativedbnstruction. This means that the idea:of "faste

than" (or "longer than", "heavier than",'etc) may not hlve quite'.thesa4 meaning

as it does in english.. Consider the following two examples, which are representa-

tive of comments made about sentence (i).

No comparison construction. "A runs fast. B runs Om".

There is nocomparative.degred'in Binumarien, so the statement is not a

concise 'one. However, it may-be expressed'as:

-"A is a great i-unner..7 4e is above B".
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/

Now, the literal translations given above do not have exactly the

same meaning, in english, as the original. First language speakers of

english would agree that "A-runs faster than B" has a different

connotation from "A runs,fast, B runs slow". It is interesting to note

that attention has already been drawn to the "absolute" Interpretations

which Papua New Guinean students tend to place upon purely comparative

statements. (Jones, 1972). In a diicussion of the way in which PNG

students responded to an item involving the word increase, the. following

ostatemen was made.

"All it [ie. the sentence containing themord "increase] indicates

is that population is now greater than it was some time' previously, a

fact which was understood perfectly by the first language sample - all

responded correctly to the item. The second language sample, on 'the

other hand, impose the extra implication that (a) the previous popula-

tion was small and/or (b) the present population is la'rge, and answer

accordingly,"

This imposition of the extra implications referred.to above could

possibly arise out of the fact that some of the' respondents had first

languages which contained no comparative construction. Hence there

could be this tendency for-purely relative constructions to be viewed ih

more absolute terms.

Height

Are there different words for "height:' 1-Yes - 9

and "length? . L No - 17

Is "height" expressed differently from Yes - 11

"distance "? No - 15

/VI
"'
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(i) The height of the tree (as opposed to length)

(6.1)

(ii) The two men are the same height. (1.8)

A is higher than B. (1.8)

(local units).

It appears from the answers to the first two qustions that 'in

piny cultures:in PNG height is not distinguished from length:

Going a little deeper into the replies though, one finds that distinc-

tions are usually drawn (and indeed it would be rather surprising if

they were not). However, one would need to be.rather careful, in' manY

situations, in drawing distinctions.between ar comparing length and

height measurements. The comments below speak for theffselves.

A thing-ngoes up" for height; butis not really in contrast to

the term for long; i.e. either can be used for tall, but not both

for long.

heard.

[Bena Bena, Goroka, E.H.D.]

Height and distance are not abstracts in the language. Neither is

[Usarufal

If ansObjeat is in contact with the ground, like a tree it is the

same [as "length"). If separated by a space, like a plane, it is a

different word.

[Woodlark Is; M.B.b.]

A
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Length measured horizontally is measured as short, medium, lOnd,

etc; While height vertically is expressed as "its leg is short,: .

median; long etc.", %

IPatep, Mumeng, Morobe]

It is easy to say that two men are the-same, but it is difficult

1 to specifically indicate the idea of height.

[Aiva Kainantu, E.H.D.]

Often the two tenns.ifor height and length) are mixed, so that

length can also mean height - but not vice-versa.

Dap, M.B.D.]

To get across that you were comparing height you would have to

say - "these two men are the same. They are tall/shut".

One comes up against exactly the same kinds'of problem con-

cerning*UnitsAf height as one does with units Of length.

they d,not exist. A couple of respondentsreported that referents,

such as a length of bamboo,.are used to transfer 'a height dimension-.

from one location 'to another; this is in contrast to transferring'

the dimension in terms of a standard unit (such as a fobt or a methh_
7.

'Distance

Is it poss blelto distinguish betweeh distance Yes - 9
"as the crow flies d the distance from one point No - 17

to another as one must travel beii'ieen them?

s
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(i) With reference to the diagram above how easy is-it to say

concisely:

"The distance between A and B-remafns the same; no

matter which of the two paths one takes. (5.6)

(ii) The distance between A and B is (local units). (5.8)

S

(iii) The distance between A and, B is the same as the distance
_

between C and D. (3.2)

iv) The distance between A and B is less than/greater than the

distance between C and D. (3.0)

(v) A is farth(r away/nearer than B. (2.2).

A
I

Referring to (ii) we see that, as for the,other attributes, it

is difficult'to specify a distance accurately, since no loeal units

exist., The following two comments illustrate this_Ouite weTT.

We. can only say "as far as 4such and such a village from here"

. Possfel Is;.M.B.D.)

The local unit is "a day's travel" or "a stage", which is not(

very precise.

[Woodlark Is; M.B.D.]

L

The high difficulty score given to the first sentence indicates

that the distinction. between "straig t line distance" and."travelled

distance" hazy. This is not really urprising-, since the concept

.33
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distance as "distance travelled" is far more useful in PNG cultures i=

and in most cases too in Western society. One respondent makes this ) )1e

1. mint well:
,0

The.idea of distance is rele'ant only to.the.paths that must be

'travelled, so the 'distance between A and B depends upon the path.

tPatep, Mumeng, Morobe]

,
1

And this idea ofttIsevaluation of concepts in line with perceived

usefulness in the environment is illdstrated beautifully by the

following comment which refers 10 "diStance as the crow Met'.

Yes. lit would be easy to get theconeept over] if you could

convince:them first that it is meaningful to talk about distances

"as the crow,flies",, what good does such, a teasurement do them?

In our culture [i.e: Westernl no-one ever travels directly through the

earth, so no distances are ever recorded as chords of the earth's

circle, even though-that would be the "real" distance.

.[Nasioi, -Bougainville]

This:highTights very nicely the difficulty which is likely to be

experienced in teaching concepts for which no use can be seen, and

which do not arise out of'experience. As the man remarked above,

teaching distance between New York and Port Moresby a distance in a

straight line through the earth would be rather ludicrous and

'somewhat confusing: Jlowever, the fact remains that "crow-flight"

distance is a useful concept in many14\Western situations - but this

concept is probably best left until,it arises naturally out of a 1,

contest where it does have meaning. Air travel is an obvious

example; and indeed this has had an effect in some places.

34
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Our people do understand Plane.Travel straight from Tufi to Wanigela

as Dpposed to the circuitous canoe trip. The word dambu can be used to

31.

indicate straight. ,

O.

IXorafe; TUfi; N.D.]

4

Insome societies, the concept is o0iously very well developed, as

the following comment shows.

"If we went' straight, thedistarice to go from A 361, or to go from

C to 0; their distance would be the tame". ie. this distinguishes

distance from the length of the roads between places."

All one can say in general is that any effective educational

programme which introduced western concepts of(dOtance measurement

would have to be aware'of-loca) concepts, and theprogramme would need

- to*be planned accordingly.

Area

(0 The area of the garden is (local units). (6.6)

(ii)* The areas of'qhose two gardens are the same. (3,6)

(iii) The area:of my garden is bigger than the areaof yours.' (3.3)

(iv) The area of A plus the area of B is°equal to the area of

C. (4.9)

35
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How easy would it be to say, With reference totthe diagrams

above:

"The areas of the figures are the same,'although the shapes

are different". ( 5.2 )

The Overall impression which.one gets from ifficylty

ratings is that the concept of area (in the estern sense). is

handled only with difficulty. There is certainly nothing whiCh

approaches a unit of area, although - as was pointed out earlier -

the "space needed for one coconut" or something similar could

serve as a unit of area. As the respondent put it:

111e,best context ifor teaching Area] would be garden sizes,

or 'cocoa planiin4-airgs4 size; related to number of-trees 'per unit

area,

[Rotobas; Bougainville]

few comments will give some idea.of the state of develop

ment'Of the concept-i most of the groups'covered.-
.

,One can only say "the two gardens are the same". This is
A

0

ambiguous, as it,,might refer*to fertility as well as size,:
r

-

V

(Aiva; kainantu. E.H.D.1

It's the concept that is difftcult. Une can all these

rthings in some way, butit is, doUbted in fact.

fUsarufai

O

,a

,
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It could be said [i.e.,,that the two gardens are equal in area] but

it would always be debated,,

Rena.Bena, 1"1',roka;,E.H.D.)

This last comment is interesting in,that it does indicate a context
)

in which a Measure of area would arise naturally, and would be Stehtot+e

useful. An effective teaching strategy migh_arite outf this. Another

respondent made this point well,when he wrote:,

Although at present there is no shortage of land, the situation will

change if Chimbus are alibWedt1 re-settle'am* the people. Then the

matter of area will beeomwmore-meaningful, and could even now be a good

frame"of reference. ,

its

It seems as'if it is the area of land thrOugh which the concept could
, I

be mott easily and validly introduced (this saggestion was almost unanimous),
-,...,

but there were ome other' suggestions too, such as from Rossel Is., where if
.......,,,

was sugbested t at ..e area of different Sails) would be a
.

meaningful context.
6 °-.

i

Ifladibiniikaru; S. Chimbu)

Volume

(i)' Are there terms which express the volume of:
4 44,

ft

(a) A block of wood, Yes - 2, No . 24

(h) An ,amount of water. YL:.,,s 8, No( - 18

(c) A rock , Yes 0, No -

(d) The amount c' spaeA,Yes 2, ;No - 24

in a house or other}'

hollow object .

1
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(ii) The vlolume of this stone is eqUal -to ;(local units). ('7.012,.

(iii) The volume of the water-is equal to (local units) (-6:8 )

(iv) The velume ofo liquid in' the two vessellis the same (4.3 )

(v) The volume ofthe),rock is eq4al to.the volume:of

the water. ( 6.8 )

.(i) shows that with the exception of some terms for volume

of water, the volumecOncept is ainuist totally absent from the sample

of vernaculars. In addition, (ii)., cilt) and (v) are all rated as being

-so difficult as'to be almost impossible:, This is not tod surprising,,

since volume (as opposed to length or weight say) is a concept Which can

easily be done without inyNG societies. This is particularly the

case for the abstrattion of*volume from two-very different substances

like rock and water/ As one respondent wrote with.reference to (v).

it.
This kind of'coMparision does not exist, there being no reason for

% 'I8inumarien, Kainar04 E.H.D.)

Theiidea of volume in relation to liquids more immediately

, useful than it,is in, relation to solids (ai far as most PNG peoplefare

concerned anyway); so this is probably Ithe best place to- starts If

one wants toidevelop the idea of volume as a general attribute of all:

materials, then the following,comment with reference to (v) above -

. should certainly be borne in mind.

1 If the container holding the water ryas obviously similar in

.volume to the rock, it would help. If the .rocks were spherical and the

Water were in a thin bamboo, for example, the idea would probably be
6

lost. Dadibi/Aikaru; S. Chimbu) 't

38
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TIME

35.

Time conceptualization is rather different frdM the other concepts'

(length, volume, etc) ,which have been so-far dealt with, in. that it

represents a much less tangible entity. Even so, the qUantitative

aspects of-tiTe are-of importance in many educational programmes and

differences ,detween Western and local systems could lead 'to problems

for learners:-

t . ,-,
(i) All respondents reported that words or phrases existedAm the

vernaculars for the following time-periods.

-
Two ylars

B. Three months,

C. Two weeks

D. Three days

Years are reported as being measured in terms of (a) planting

seasons (b) festivals (c) natural phenomena. For example:

(a) Year is equal to a "taro cycle" [Salt-Yui, Chimbu],'

(b) Year a ging sing festival [Kewa; S.H.D.].

-(c4 Year is the same work, is the low-tide season, s the low-

tide season comes each year. illossel Is.; M.B.D.)

Months are almost without exception equated with the phases of\the

moon;, frequently "moon" and."monthu-is represented by the'same.word.

.
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Weeks are in
B

manY cases represented by the imported pidgin word

Nik"; in other casesvit'is referred to in terms of a specific day of Iv-

the week: e.g:,

Tw8 weeks two Satdays IDadibi/Mikaru.,,S. Chfmbu].ur

36.

f

b

,; 4 ,
Days are usually rerred to In terms of light/dark. e.g.

day -"sun-time" ISalt-Yuf; Chimb0]..,

In aniperto4i question:

iii Tb

"Is there any topriable.unit of time smaller than the day?"

most respondent replied in the' affirmative. However, from the

examples which were given ft became clear that whaewas being referred

to were specific points in time, rather-than a. unit of time. In many

cases, the.dayis'divided up into aseries of "time zones" which shade

ohe'Into the otheri4he compleXfty(or otherwise) of some of theie.

is indicated by Oalamples below. lk"

-4'

Kamano /Kafe;

day light /sun
x.

just morning ,

sun Hies

midday IOtOO - 2.00 t.m.

sun turns "AO. p.m.

sun dies 5.00 - 6.00 p.m.

dark 7:p0

night 4* bed-time onwards

a

Till about 10.00a.m. - morning-
.

40
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trying to light 3.00 - 4.00 a.m.'

about to light 5.00

lfght 6.00 a.m.

Woodlark M.B.D.

37.

1-,

early-morning.

There are only terms for Morning, Afternoon and Night.

Kewat S.H.D.

Time is judged by the position of the sun in the'sky; now equated'

t4 (in some sense) 'to points Onipelock:

. .
Turning more

:Turning

Turning

more, more
In the

middle

Turning down

Sunrise
(comes up)-

Down more

Goes under

Given below are respondents' dificulty ratings for various sentences

involving tine concepts.

(1) It, took a long time to build the house (2.1)

(ii) It took a sifort time to walk: there. ( 2.4 )

41
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(iii) At what time did you get there? ( 1.7 )

(iv) I got there at (point'in time). ( 2.$ )

(v) I went there two months ago. ( 2.0 )

I will go there in two days' time. ( 1.5 )

(vii) In the past, I lived in that house. ( 1.0 )

(viii) In future, I will do.as you say. ( 1.1 )

(ix') It takes the same time to build a hOuse as it does to plant

a garden. ( 3.5 ) o

(x) Yesterday I walked from A to B, today I walked,froM C o D,

Ace 'and on both, occasions- I took the same time. ( 4.5 )

(xi), I dropped the object and shouted at the same time

(xii) Event A in location 1 and event B in location 2 occu rrea

simultaneously. .( 2.0 )

'(xiii) It took a longer time to walk from A to B today than-it

did yesterday. ( 3.2 )

(xiv) Doing activity A-and then doing activity B takes the same

time as doing.,activity C. ( 4.2 )

Overall; the sentences which deal with points in time, the

past and future are rated as being quite easy to express. It-is

°only when we get the concepts involving lenstn of time, in a

fairly specific quantitative sense, that difficulties arise.

The following two commentt'are fairly typiCal:



c.

40

39.

[With Ref. to (c)). "The load is the same; cannot say that the time

is the same
4

1

s[Kamano/Kafe,

.[With Ref. t (xiv)J. This can be said, but it's awkward. if it is in

units smalle than days] .4t's hard to express that'it is"the-ttmes'

Which are bei g'compared rather than the kinds of activities.

Patep, Mumeng;

The concept of simultaneity is easily handled by pr4ctically all of

the vernaculars, and this is the case even whenthe,events.referred to

occur in separat locations; several respondents ndicated the existence

of verb tenses w ich denote simultaneity. However, this is certainly

not true in' ever case, e.g:

('.

[With ref. to (xii)). "Only possible both events could-he-

described as near ach otherleographically".

[Bena Beni, Goroka, E.H.PA

[With ref. to (xi i) ,,. "Event A happened and event B happened :1 ,:'

'The conjunction used 'indicates that they were either closely-related

activities or were happening at the same time.

* [Patep, Mumeng; Morobe)

Praire number'of respones it appears. that'"time,and 'distance/

space IL are.often treated as the same basic concept. This,does not

'lead to ,difficulties so long as communicators 'have a common under-

standing of a "normal rate of.travel"; bUt) it can obviously lead to

misunderstandings. when a new context, with speed unknown, is

encountered. This phenomenon is exemplified by the following responses.
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[Ref. to (ii)]. They would say "the road is'short".

'page, M.B.D.J

4t is, possible to say these things ("it took a long time - - 7"

etc) but only in relation to the normal time it takes to walk such

-a distance. A stranger to the-culture Would not understand.

IBinumarien, Kainantu; E.H.D.)

You would tend to talk in distance terms rather than time.

[Korafe, Tufi; N.D.]

[Ref. to (x)]. Literal >translation as follows:

"Yesterday from A to B 1- .reached. And today from C to D I-reached.

Same reach-part to-feel/experience". (The two trips felt same in

distance - both "time" and "space" are measured by "distance").

[Nasioi; Bougainville]

An appreciation of this perceived equivalence of distance and

ti ;e (and the effect-which this is likely to have upon VI "speed"

derivative) would be essential for any educati;nal4programme which

sought to make use of these concepts. The almoV total absence

of a general unit of time (shorter than a day) - as opposed to

distinct points in time, which are numerous - would also have to

be taken into account. .Insofar as units of time of the order of

days, weeks or years are concerned, there does not appear to be

any conceptual difficulty. Problems are more likely to occur

when relatively short periods of elapsed'time are considered. The -

area of "historical" timemas not tapped in this survey; any

conceptual difficulties assoclipd with this domain are likely to be

of a different kind, since it is outside peoples' direct experience.

44
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SOME SUGGESTIONS-FOR AU ALTERNATIVE CURRICULUM MO-C-TORE

There have been a number of investigations within Papua New Guinea

dealing with conceptual difficulties encountered by students throughout

the educational system (e.g. Kelly 1971a, 197116, PilOce

Jones iandWilson 1972, Jones 1973). The purpose of this discussion is

not that of spending a considerable time in synthesising previous Ark

in the light of this report. There is no need,' since the basic results

of this earlier work can be slimed up inta nutshell:

Students experience difficulty in dealing with Wistern science

concepts; and are several years "behind" their Western_ counterparts.

)

It is important that teachers are aware of this fact, otherwise

they mould be making 'assumptions concerning their pupils which' were

totally unfounded. ;However, a recognition of the problems is not the

saie thing as a solution (though itfis an obvious first steph and

'. indeed it may.be thi tase that a solution is not gok9: to be easily

located within' the present structure of .education in PUG. In order

to amplify this last stattnent some consideration has to be given 6!
the Way ,in.which culturally foreign niaterial is digestd - and a

useful point at which to begin is that OT the learning of' a. second

language.

Any language is:a symbolic way ,of representing reality, and

'Spoken or written forms '9f' the language all have their referents in

real-life experience. Consider, for example, the very simple

concept of fgli1". The word serves simply to represent a class of

things which we know from life, and MNdOhen orAlerched. (in. German

or Vtelsh) seryts,eqUally well as a symbol. In effect; then,

/ learning a second language consists of learning .new symbols for

'V' "'
.
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:0

concepts)which'aiready exist for the learner. We can represent this
.

process in the way shown below.'

Concept.

Laviguage 1.'

Language 2.

Equivalence of
.

symbols-becemes

apparent. y

This can only work, of course; if the concept for whip i'new

symbol is being learned exists in equivalent forms in the two

cultures. If it does not, then the process hkomes-more complicated,'

and. confusion fs likely to occur. Bulmer (1971). makes this point

well when he writes: .

Ag'

"Probably they [non native- speakers of tnglish],assume

initially that an English term has more br less equivalent,referenti

to some term in their own language . the elementary pitfall °rail

learners ore second language. If it doesn't, confusion and lois

of confidante in the use of the term then follow ".

Dart11971) puts forward an interesting suggestion fbr:the

teaching of foreign concepts, by drawing an'analogy between

this and second language teaching. Ne

.

0
'

"It seems me that early science [should be offered]-as a

"second aulture", valid in its own right, and,taught in much the same e

spirit as aisecond language is'taught,.. When an Urdu speaking boy or

girl begins to learn English., there is,no suggestion that Urdu is

46
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wrong, nor that English will totally replace his,native Urudu. - - -

Sciencg'taught in this spirit'as a "second culture" can be learned

without the stress or conflict set up by attempts to unlearn an

alternative-set of relationships".
/

One feels bound to agree with the sentiment that'a traditional

body of concepts should not be devalued by the introduction of a

Western system. Particularly since the concepts,whichiare in

existence have evolved in respone to the needs of the community,

its environment and its culture. But, whether one could effeciively

teach people to have the two systems existing side by,side is rather

mareelpubtful, and the language analogy .rapidly breaks down. A more

fruit ul ,approach woulq.be that of starting frqm "first culture",

concep , and moving to "second culture" alternatives through

situat ohs where the former are inadequate. In this way no devaluation

would occur and the two.systems could be
t

viewed as an integrated

whole with different interpretations applying...In appropriate. contexts.

\ Con ider a fairly-typical programme which might take place in a

school in Papua New Guinea, aimed at teaching some concept. (it could

be. Area", "cubic Centimetre", "bigger than", or-anything siMifar).

In he worst kind of teachingsituations, the resentatiO4-4s entirely

chalk and talk - or just talk - and learners then have no hcpe of

gratOIN what is being broached. A better approach would first of all

invoqi the students in some activity, and out of these experiences
4'

an attempt at deriving the concept would be made. We can represent

this apprOach-tchematically,.ay s
4
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Engineered experiencei

Conceit'' I

Second. language referent .(e.g. "Area").

y-

This approach is perfectly respectable,-but it has,a number of

drawbacks, same-of whichare ,Istedbelow.-

4

(a) learners' out of- school exlierienaes\are almost entirely untapped.

(b) it is doubtful whether a sufficient experiential framework can

be provided.in the; usually, very short time available in the

formal school situation.

(c). the learning, which has taken place is meaningful only within the

context of the school.

If one attempts to overcome drawtaCk (c) by referring.to the .

situation existing outside the school, then confusion is likely to

result, simply for the reason that-one is drawing parallels when it

is very likely that equivalent referents do not'ori-st (c.f. Bulmer's

point above). 'Take a concreillikample concerning the concept of

"area". Kelly(private,communication) has reported that in'the

Enga district the size, of a piece of land is characteristically

determined by measuring the length of two sfdes,(in terms ofsome.

rough standard). The nearest approximation to "area" in the local

culture consists of these-two measurements.' At,the same time,

students learn that area in thi Western sense in defined in quite

48
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different terms, and they will normally have adquieed the western

concept (to'some undefined extent).by activities involving sheets of

paper or card. Now; to draw parallels between the "school" concept of

area and the "cultural" concept is only to invite

real parallel exists. To move from the classrdbm

real-life context would be a 1,ong and painstaking

to represent the problem as below.

tlassrocre experience,
.

Area concept,

confusion, since no

situation to the

job. It is possible

Real-iife experience

I;INI NOM. > - IMMO

English h

Area concept

Vernacujaf label

-Since the two area concepts are not the'same, then the comparison.

can only lead to confusion, ind certainly there will be no reduction

in the compartmeTtalization. :of classrooth-and real-life experience. It

follows too thatlhe english wood "area" cannot serve as a generalized

label, but will be confined to the specific classroom cOntest..This s.

totally in line with the-_learning without understanding" phenomenon

and the inability to ,transfer knowledge and skills-across contexts-,

Which so many teachers complain of.. 1

Suppose that instead of providing clasiroom experlences for
=

k,
studentt and extracting concepts from these, we started off by talking

about the local concepts-in english.. Essentially, this would be an

english learning exercise, since wh'at.one would be doing is to attatch

49
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different labels to concepts which already exist :for learners. In this

way,avocabulary of terms would be built up.

O

Succeeding stages of the teaching process yould then consist, 'of
-

moving students from the cultural concepts to the Western concepts-in

Contexts which are seen to be meanfinpful, Take the area concepidas41

example: practically all respondents reported that it'is in relation

to the size of pieces of land that this concept woUli have most meaning.
s -

So, it makes sense that the teaching of area shou1d-be9fn in relation to .

blocks of land (rather than with sheets of paper).' If a system' similar

to 'that 'of the Enga, quoted above, is in operation the this system

could be used -initially to determine the areas (lOcal-style) of various
4

pieces of land. To break away from this system of area- measurement one

Would have to demonstrate that it didnotwork effedtively in certain,

situations - because if it works effectively all the time, then why on

earth should one want to change it anyway! This would be very easy to:\

arrange in the above situation. It would be possible to take two,

gardens one triangular-and one rectangular for example -.which had
.

the same areas in'local terms,-and yet ontpf which yielded for more

produce than' the other. Ways of'resolving ttiis dilemma could be

discussed, and it might turn out that the food ,production of the ..

garden (c.f. the number of potato moundS'suggested as a unit', in tie i

section 611 measurement'of areasp, 4), decided upon as an:alternative

measurement of size or area. 'FrOp this it is on3y a short step to
,

defining a unit of area as something like the amount-of groUnd needed

to generate x produce, which could be eventuaFly,defined in terms-of
-

length:' and low we are talking about somei,hipg which is'yery closp

to the Western concept of the measurement' f area': To'sget from this

point to a generalised concept of area, applicable tp land, sheets of

paper, pieces of Croth,.etc, qasyend.would have to be'
,

taken slowly, But, in terms of the very sOlihd-princiOle that one can

'
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. . . -
only meaningfully move from the known to the nknown;)students would.
seem to stand a much betterchance of grasping the general concept when

proceeding in this direction, rather than sta)-ting off in the artificial
environment of the classroom.

1
'

One suspects strongly that the present structure of education, ,where
,

students are extracted from their framework O$ real -life experience in
' . *

order to learn, exists because it is superficif)jally efficient. It is
,relatively easy to train, a'body of teachers ioactin a specific way in'.

. a'n idealised 'and largely artificial environment; i.e.,the classroom.
Prescribed practices can then be carried outAand an ,appearance.of r

1meaningful activity easily.maintained. However, severe doubt exists as
'f.,

to whether these procedures.:,Constitute, in general, an effective learning
environment. In addition to the studies quote earlier in' this section,
some, unpublished work by Williamson (1974) is nteresting for the way in..:-.

. which it shows how even a very well-designed and trialled Programme can
lead to minimal learning on the part of students. Williamson .investi-

)
. JP. gated the.extehtto which standard 6- primary 41chool 'pupils who hadtaken

the TPPS phase 3 primary science. course (almoWcertainly one of the '

best-designed *gratifies ever"` introduced in RN ) had understoOd,%the ,,

concept of tolume and its measurement.' He Used an indivi-duatlesting
1

. technique, where one pupil, at a time mai taiked''to carry outSpecific .

operations which would',,deMonstrate en 'Utiderstinding of What had been

covered in th course., The vast majority of-thie pupils performed dismally ;.

*

4

in general, there was no,understandfng of thi-loncepti which the Programme
I

had been aiming at, and there was a tot of confusion concerning activlzies
r -

whichAad been specifically' covered ip the progratTe. (It's wolrth
0

'mentioning that this investigation was carried out in an urban,-demon-

stration school; whe4 the execution of the programme was likely to have
been far superior.to that air an saVerage primary. schooi).

k Lam.
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. Some possible reasons for this failure of the programme are as

follows:
.

t

(i) The amount of experience which it is possible to provide for pupils

within the classroom is insufficient to enable them to derive the

concepts which are being aimed'at. At most, pupils spend about

45 minutes per week in handling materials and carrying out

activities related to the science programme._ This is a tiny drop,

,in comparison with their real-life experiences.

(ii) The majority of the activities which are carrilogUt 'am not

meaningful in terms of life outside the classroom (a failing

of most educational practices). Most of science and mathematics

.- which is taught in schools in, PNG only impinges on the fringes

of life as most Papua New luineans lead it. It is only possible

to learn effectively When what is being learned is Seen to be of

use and to fit into a, broader framework,of experience (c.f. the

comment made with'regard to "distance,is the crow flies", P. 30 ).

Mciving from the known to the unknown/would consist.ofplacing

learners in a context where the known was no longer capable of

dealing with thli situation (as in the "area" example quoted'

above),.

(iii) Many of the concepts - partiCularly the basic science concepts

c''7` with which this report has/ beer, concerned - which are taught.JW

-schools are at oddi With /the concepts which exist and are useful

.outside school'. (A host Of examples of this originated out of the

questionnaire replies)., It would not be surprising it this led

to confusion in the minds of the learners.

5')Jo
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If one is to adopt an educational strategy which seeks to cap talise

1more upon the actual experiences of the learners,' outside the cla sroom.

situation, then a radical shift of emphasis in teacher training is needed.

Rather than the initiating of teachers into the mechanics of a well-

defined syllabus, the training programme would -have to,...concentrate upon

turning teachers into "action researchers". The end-pO4nts or objectives

of programmes would have to be,Specified,the starting points would not

be (though some.general principles could be formulated). And while some

general strategies for'Shifting(learners from known starting points to

unknown end7points could be similarly outlined, the detail Would-have.to

be the province of the individual A few broad steps by which:

such a programme might progress are outlined below.

(i) In terms of the- end-points of .the pi-ogrammes'the nearest possible

cultural equivalent for the learners would be identified: ,The

initialphase'WO.uld consist simply ,of elucidating the, traditional

version of the wistoin concepts which 'are being introduced,\and.

during this phase a vocabblary would be built up. 01 of this --.

early work would, of necessfty, take place in a.context which was

me,ningful.

r(ii) A situation where theAraditionalsoticepts broke doWn or were

inadtiquate would have to beset LIP"-, again in a context which is

asnaturaanemeaningful as possible. Through thi, "conflict",

it/Would be possible'ta,Modify the cultural concept and moNr it

in ac,directionWhich is'closer it the end 'point.
v

(iii ItOrlay-be,necTary to ce more of these "conflict':

situations'before tile learners arrive 0 the,disired end-point.

When they Ao get there, it, wit` in terms of,situations'which

. are meaningful' and seen to be useful for real-life contexts.

53
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. /
(iy),At this point it may be desirable to shift into the, more idealised

atmosphere of the clatsroom and attempt to generalise the'conceiit,.

applying it to more artificial set-ups and demonstrating its-- .

universal applicability. This.4s a difficult step/ -but it is

usually the one which 'is attempted first in current educational

.programmes. .

S

All. this of course will change the image .of a teacher completely,
b

and whether it would be possible to get the majority of teachers who

are already in service tb act as researchers is a debatable'point.

(See e.g. Jones and.Kelly (1973) for some discussion concerned With

this subject). However; it sAuld be'possible to train new. teachers

to act in such a way, and given sufficient moral and material back-_

up these new people could rapidlyobring abolit a change in the system,

particularly since material which was uncovered and approaches used

would act as a resource fonothers in the same situation once it had

been recorded.' All over' the World a move against the aloof and

Often irrelevant and meaningless nature of educational practice is

Othering momentum; the main cry is that one cannot divorce education
1

frOm the experiences of life outside school. (see Holt (1973) for

a fluent and persuasive argument). Essentially, it is this mOve,

which, is bitng'echoed here; and other, opinion in favour of such a

move in PA has been voiced too.

Philp and Kelly (1974) have argued in favour of building upon

traditional concepts, in the teaching of maths and science

(particularly with tegard to classifications) and have tuggested

e ':cultural gameg" appr ach. Prince (1969) too is suggesting something

close to this approa, h when he remarks

511
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"The teacher himself can play an active part in torWarding the

necessary research. I7tights provided dAily in the cfassroom cantbe

recorded, written up and either published orpassed'on to others Fo

record in their research material". (.Balmer (1971) is a most pressing

advocate when he writes:))

0

"It may sound utopian, but I for one.would like to see every schOol

this country transformed into a junior research institute".

It's true that it doessoOnd Utopian; but on the other hand one ,

begins to.Wonder how much longer the preient educational structure, which

\\

givesAts students's° little in the way"of meaningful le rning, can -

survive.' The moiemen/ toward a more "community-based" sy tem for PNG has°

produced a deluge of words over the last few years, and little in the way of

results. If teachers were trained to become actiOn-researcherS, and if

programmes were built oh learners' meaningful'experfences (which would

then ,be inevitable), then a more. community- oriented system would follow.

naturally. And it is a reasonable assumption that students woulik

understand-a lot more of maths and science than they do at the moment.-

)
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